Hardin Valley Middle School
Secondary Access from High School
Hardin Valley Middle School
Hardin Valley Right Turn Lane

Notes:
1. All 18" diameter lines with 5' diamond back plates.
2. All special drain heads shall be provided with their associated pipes and supports in accordance with
   the minimum requirements of the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
3. All drainage shall be in accordance with the National
   Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
4. Pedestrian signal heads, fixtures, and signs shall be
   approved for the installation.

Special Notes:
- Loop and wire assignment shall be made to provide the
  appropriate number of loops for the heads.
- Loop heads and pedestrian heads shall be provided
  with a minimum of 6 feet above the sidewalk.
- All loops and wire to be run in the traffic lines.
- Loop heads and pedestrian heads shall be provided
  with a minimum of 6 feet above the sidewalk.

General Notes:
1. Equipment and installation of traffic signals shall comply
   with all requirements of the National Uniform Traffic
   Control Rules. Sections 480.01 and 480.03 shall be
   strictly followed. The flow of traffic shall be
   maintained by the use of the signal system.
2. All signals shall be approved by the county engineer.
3. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
   associated pipes and supports in accordance with
   the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
4. All special drain heads shall be approved for the
   installation.
5. Pedestrian signal heads shall be approved for the
   installation.
6. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
   associated pipes and supports in accordance with
   the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
7. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
   associated pipes and supports in accordance with
   the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
8. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
   associated pipes and supports in accordance with
   the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
9. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
   associated pipes and supports in accordance with
   the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
10. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
    associated pipes and supports in accordance with
    the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
11. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
    associated pipes and supports in accordance with
    the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.
12. All special drain heads shall be provided with their
    associated pipes and supports in accordance with
    the National Uniform Traffic Control Rules.